
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of marketing manager / associate. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for marketing manager / associate

Plan and manage all logistical and onsite details related to event needs
including but not limited to registration/event website, tradeshow booth,
equipment, marketing and sales materials, show services, promotional items,
theme design , in partnership with vendors/agencies
Prepare and co-ordinate specific project and/or team presentations and
events
Deliver strategic digital marketing and demand creation campaigns on direct-
to-consumer sites and drive and create incremental demand
Develop and maintain an effective marketing channel strategy and mix
Meet campaign objectives of new consumer acquisition, ROAS, engagement,
and revenue
Optimize email marketing and CRM capabilities and increase effectiveness of
campaigns
Partner with Analytics team on understanding true attribution across different
channels and optimizing media mix
Assist with the evaluation digital marketing tools (DMP, DSP, Bidding
Platforms )
Test & Learn new demand creation and marketing programs
Participate in the partnership with media companies like Google, Facebook
to launch new pilot programs and also establish strong relationships to help
grow eCommerce

Example of Marketing Manager / Associate Job
Description
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Analytical mindset with the ability to tease out trends in the data and digital
experience engagement
Minimum 5 years marketing experiences (including minimum 3 years of digital
marketing experiences), preferably in B2B Company or digital marketing
agency serving B2B company
Proven track record of successful digital strategy creation and program
execution, especially in social media
Logical thinking and analytical, well versed in digital marketing initiatives
measurement and reporting
Familiarity with major marketing tools like Salesforce will be a plus
Ability in multi-tasking and manage projects under tight deadlines


